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I can still hear the music. If anyone talks to Flash Gordon, I don't think of the cheesy movie, I immediately think of the amazing Queen soundtrack that still stands today as one of the best movie soundtracks ever made. After Al who doesn't know Flash! Ahhhh he will save each of us. The last Flash Gordon DVD came out in May 1998 and
has been out of circulation for some time, so this is one of those rare times that I don't think the studio is forcing a double dip into someone as most don't have this DVD to begin with. And for those who are like me and have noticed that savior is misspelled, the reason is that Queen's handwriting is written that way, so Universal is calling
her savior of the universe and not using American spelling. I have a ridiculous amount of DVD covers that will post this weekend but this was too big to expect. Here is the cover and below is the list of extras on the DVD. Flash Gordon: Savior of the Universe Edition DVD All New Digitally Remastered Picture, 5.1 Surround Sound and
Exclusive Bonus Features and Key Art By Renowned Artist Alex RossAvailable for the First Time on DVD 7, 2007 , 2007 universal studios home entertainment. Available on DVD for the first time, this sci-fi classic stars Sam J. Jones, Melody Anderson, Timothy Dalton and Oscar® nominees Max von Sydow (Pelle the Conqueror) and
Topol (Fiddler on the Roof) in the latest adventure from another world. A new digitally remastered film and 5.1 Surround Sound brilliantly enhance tongue-in-cheek dialogue, outrageous costumes and over the top sets, as well as the now legendary soundtrack of the celebrated rock group Queen. Directed by Mike Hodges (Croupier, Get
Carter) and produced by Dino De Laurentiis (Barbarella, King Kong -1976), Flash Gordon: Savior of the Universe Edition brings to the screen all the action, romance and fun of the original 1930s comic that inspired it. The special edition DVD includes exclusive bonus features, packaging art from renowned comic book artist Alex Ross, and
an alternative collectible postcard of packaging art that makes it a must-see addition to any science fiction fan's collection. The creation of cartoonist Alex Raymond, Flash Gordon is the original epic fantasy of outer space. The DVD costs $26.98 SRP. Bonus Features Blast Off for Emotion The Special Edition DVD includes special bonus
features that will take your pleasure to another galaxy: ALEX ROSS, RENOWNED COMEDIAN, ON FLASH GORDON - Renowned comic artist Alex Ross talks about his favorite movie of all time, Flash Gordon, and about how the film inspired him in his life and WRITING A CLASSIC: CLASSIC: LORENZO SEMPLE, JR. -Screenwriter
Lorenzo Semple Jr. talks about the deliberately campy script for Flash Gordon. FLASH GORDON 1936 SERIAL EPISODE- Chapter One of the Planet of Danger. SYNOPSIS In this wild and crazy update of the 1930s comic book, maverick scientist Dr. Hans Zarkov (Topol) believes that energy waves emanating from a distant galaxy are
taking the moon out of its orbit and threatening to destroy the Earth. Along with Flash Gordon (Sam J. Jones), quarterback for the New York Jets, and the handsome Dale Arden (Melody Anderson), Zarkov sets off on a rocket trip to the stars. They follow the waves of energy to the distant planet Mongo, where they discover that the evil
despot Ming the Merciless (Max von Sydow in a delightfully sinister performance) is planning to destroy life on Earth. Ming decides to add the adorable Dale to his harem of concubines and tries to imprison Flash, who escapes and takes refuge with the planet's rebel forces. He convinces rival princes Mongo Barin (Timothy Dalton) and
Vultan (Brian Blessed) to unite their armies, and leads them in a campaign to overthrow Ming and save humanity. Cast &amp; FILMMAKERS Director: Mike Hodges Written by: Michael Allin, Lorenzo Semple Jr., Alex Raymond Produced By: Dino De Laurentiis Director of Photography: Gil Taylor Production Designer: Danilo Donati Film
Editors: Malcolm Cook Costume Designer: Danilo Donati Music By: Howard Blake Cast: Sam J. Jones, Melody Anderson, Max von Sydow, Topol, Brian Blessed, Timothy Dalton's 'Last Week Tonight' Trailer Announces When John Oliver's Show Returns for Season 8 The dark comic series will be back soon. About Author Steve Weintraub
(9095 Published Articles) More from Steve Weintraub Buy At: With: Sam J. Jones, Melody Anderson, Max von Sydow, Topol, Ornella Muti, Timothy Dalton, Brian Blessed, Peter Wyngarde, Mariangela Melato, John Osborne, Richard O'Brien's famous comic strip Alex Raymond explodes to life in the action-packed sci-fi adventure Flash
Gordon. When energy waves take the moon out of orbit, New York Jets quarterback Flash Gordon (Sam J. Jones) unwittingly finds himself going to the planet Mongo, where - with the help of the handsome Dale Arden (Melody Anderson) - he will face Ming the Merciless (Max von Sydow) and rescue humanity. With spectacular thrills,
special effects out of this world and queen's unforgettable music, Flash Gordon is an exciting live-action adaptation of one of the most popular characters of all time! Ratio: 2.35:1 (Anamorphic) Audio: English 5.1 Dolby Digital Surround Subtitles: English, Spanish Alex Ross, Renowned Comic Artist, Flash Gordon Writing a Classic:
Screenwriter Lorenzo Semple Jr. First Episode of Flash Gordon 1936 Serial Flash Gordon TV Show Theatrical Trailer Trailer Flash GordonGenreScience onFlash onFlash Alex RaymondDeveloped by Peter HumeStarringEric JohnsonGina HoldenKaren ClicheJody RacicotJohn RalstonAnna van HooftJonathan Lloyd WalkerSteve
BacicMusic by Michael PictonCountry of United United CanadaNo origin. stations1N. (episode list)Executive producers of productionRobert Halmi Jr.Robert Halmi Sr.Peter HumeRunning time42 minutesProduction companiesFlash FilmsReunion PicturesKing Features EntertainmentReleaseOriginal networkSci-FiOriginal releaseAugust
10, 2007 (2007-08-10) - February 8, 2008 (2008-02-08) Flash Gordon is a North Canadian science fiction series that premiered on Sci-Fi in the United States on August 10, 2007 and continued to air new episodes until February 8, 2008. It also appeared in the UK Sci-Fi and Space in Canada. The series was developed by Peter Hume,
who served as executive producer/show runner and wrote the first and last episode, among others. Synopsis The series was loosely based on the comic of the same name and incorporated elements from several previous adaptations, following the adventures of Steven Flash Gordon (Eric Johnson), a 25-year-old who lives with his
mother and whose scientist father was lost in a mysterious accident when Flash was 13. Flash's ex-girlfriend Dale Arden (Gina Holden) is a television reporter and is engaged to police detective Joe Wylee. They feature Gordons' eccentric former assistant Hans Zarkov (Jody Racicot) when cracks in space appear, allowing travel between
Earth and the planet Mongo. Mongo is ruled by the ruthless dictator Ming (John Ralston), who controls Fountain Water, the only safe drinking water source in Mongo. Unlike previous adaptations, he is usually not called the Merciless and is called the Benevolent Father, although it is still called the Merciless in closed circles. It also displays
the traits of modern and experienced dictators of the media, rather than the more simplistic and stereotypically evil characterization of previous incarnations. [1] In addition, unlike previous depictions, Ming resembles a blond Caucasian human rather than an East Asian bald man. Ming has a daughter, Princess Aura (Anna van Hooft), who
is disturbed by her father's brutality. The series adds a new non-terran character, Baylin (Karen Cliche), a bounty hunter from Mongo. She finds herself trapped on Earth and becomes a flash comrade, Dale and Zarkov and her guide to Mongo and its inhabitants. The people of Mongo live in cantons, tribal groups that echo the animal-
human hybrids of the original comic strip. The cantons include the Verdan (based on the people who inhabit the forest of Prince Barin of the band), the Turin (based on the LionMen of the band), the Dactyls (the version of the series of the Band Hawks), the Omadrians (women who create powerful medicines), the (living in frozen deserts),
the Tritons Tritons live under the ocean), and the Zurn (painted Blue Magic Men led by Queen Azura). There is also another group known as The Diversions, mutants whose ancestors drank Gray Water (toxic water) to survive. The Detours are led by Terek, their unofficial king (and Aura's brother) and are suspicious by almost everyone.
Main cast eric johnson as Steven Flash Gordon Gina Holden as Dale Arden Karen Cliche as Baylin Jody Racicot as Dr. Hans Zarkov John Ralston as Ming Jonathan Lloyd Walker as Rankol Recurring Anna Van Hooft as Princess Aura Panou as Nick Gilmore Giles Panton as Joe Wylee Jill Teed as Norah Gordon Carmen Moore as Joely
Lavant Carrie Genzel as Vestra Craig Stanghetta as Terek Steve Bacic as Prince Barin Ty Olsson as Prince Vultan Jody Thompson as Queen Azura Episodes No.TitleDed byWritten byOriginal air date1PilotRick RosenthalPeter HumeAugust 10, 2007 (2007-08-10) Flash Gordon thought his father died in a fire 13 years ago. In fact,
Professor Gordon disappeared through a rift, traveling to the planet Mongo... and now something has returned through the rift, looking for a mysterious artifact that Gordon left behind. Flash is forced to team up with his ex-girlfriend, Dale Arden, who travels with him to Mongo to meet Ming, the brutal dictator of the planet. When they arrive,
Ming imprisons Flash and sends Dale to his harem to be prepared for his pleasure. In the end, Flash and Dale escape back to Earth. 2PridePaul ShapiroDerick Martini &amp; Steven MartiniAugust 17, 2007 (2007-08-17) Ming's bounty hunter, Baylin, is trapped on Earth and living in Flash's house. To bring Baylin back, Ming sends another
hunter, who has a personal connection to her. 3InfestationPaul ShapiroMelody FoxAugust 24, 2007 (2007-08-24) A dangerous insect travels through a wandering crevice and bites Flash's friend, Nick. Dale is left behind to take care of Nick, while Flash and Baylin travel to Mongo in search of a cure. 4AssassinNeil FearnleyJames
ThorpeMember 7, 2007 (2007-09-07) Flash is surprised to see his father go through the rift, but his joy turns to horror when Professor Gordon begins to murder his former colleagues. 5AscensionT.J. Scott Scott MurphyMember 14, 2007 (2007-09-14) Vultan, leader of the Dactyls, extorted Rankol to open a portal to Earth, so he can find
the son he lost through a rift a decade ago. 6Life SourceT.J. ScottMelody FoxSeptember 21, 2007 (2007-09-21) Athletes begin to disappear and someone from Mongo seems to be behind it. 7Alliances (Part 1)Grant HarveyGillian HorvathMember 28, 2007 (2007-09-28) Flash, Baylin and Zarkov travel to Mongo, seeking information about
Flash's father. To continue... 8Revelations (Part 2)Mick MacKayJames ThorpeOctober 5, 2007 (2007-10-05) Prince Barin's agrees to marry Ming's daughter Aura. Ming is disturbed by a prophecy predicting his 9Till DeathMorgan BeggsLisa KlinkOctober 12, 2007 (2007-10-12) Aura travels to Earth to drug Flash with a love potion, so she
can get out of the arranged bond with Barin. 10Conspiracy TheoryRick StevensonSheryl J. AndersonOctober 19, 2007 (2007-10-19) Rankol kidnapped and brought to Mongo. A government agent named Montgomery questions Flash and Dale about the rifts. 11Random AccessPatrick WilliamsDavid TynanOctober 26, 2007 (2007-10-26)
The barrier between dimensions breaks causing cracks to develop randomly. Flash and Joe end up in Mongo working in a mine. 12Secrets and LiesMick MacKayPeter HumeNovember 2, 2007 (2007-11-02) Joe tries to convince his Captain that Mongo is real. Flash and Zarkov travel through a crevice to avoid detection. Ming secretly tries
to start a war between two cantons to hide the fact that there is not enough source water to meet all the promised amounts. 13TristezaPatrick WilliamsMelody FoxNovember 9, 2007 (2007-11-09) Honor Day is celebrated in Mongo in memory of lives lost during an environmental cataclysm known as The Sadness. During the festivities,
Ming orchestrates a brutal attack on Verdan. 14Stand and DeliverMick MacKayGillian HorvathNovember 16, 2007 (2007-11-16) Flash and the gang discover that the Verdan have been captured and are being sold into slavery. After Dale is captured too, they discover that Ming is getting paranoid about a prophecy that he believes predicts
Barin will bring him down. 15PossessionPatrick WilliamsAndrea StevensNovember 30, 2007 (2007-11-30) Joe leaves for Mongo with a slit detonator stolen from Zarkov's lab to secure photographic proof that the alien world exists. Flash and the gang chase and find a witch who steals Dale's soul. Elyse Levesque, Christina Jastrzembska.
16Thicker Than WaterMatt HastingsJames ThorpeJanuary 4, 2008 (2008-01-04) Flash and Aura are hijacked by a Diversion after he returns to Mongo with Baylin and Zarkov in search of the crack detonator that Joe lost. They need to find him before Rankol does. 17Ebb and FlowPatrick WilliamsSheryl J. AndersonJanuary 11, 2008
(2008-01-11) Rankol steals a lake from Earth and stores it in a reservoir in Mongo. This forces Flash, Baylin and Zarkov to return to Mongo. They are forced to make a difficult decision, resulting in Joe's death. 18CulpeRachel TalalayMelody FoxJanuary 18, 2008 (2008-01-18) The water that is supplied to Cantons is contaminated. This
forces Flash and Aura to go on a journey to find an antidote to avoid a massive loss of life. 19Cold Day in HellPat WilliamsGillian HorvathJanuary 25, 2008 (2008-01-25) Flash ventures into Frigia to free the queen from the cold region and face the final test of prophecy. 20Revolution (Part 1)Paul ShapiroJames ThorpeFebruary 1, 2008
Ming sends his soldiers to invade the in Frigia, leaving the city unprotected. Flash and Terek gather the cantons in preparation for the attack on Ming's palace, with Rankol now on his side. Flash frees his father from Rankol's mental prison. Back on Earth, Dale and Mrs. Gordon are chased by government agents and manage to escape to
Mongo. To continue... 21Revolution (Part 2)Paul ShapiroPeter HumeFeverary 8, 2008 (2008-02-08) Terek's attack on Ming began and Ming endeaves Azura's help to repel Terek's forces. Gordon is reunited with his wife after 13 years. Ming is captured by Flash and Aura and brought before Terek. Placed in the chamber of death, Ming
escapes using the magical power of Azura's medallion. Flash's parents return to Earth, but the others are trapped in Mongo. Broadcast on April 3, 2008, it was announced that Flash Gordon was cancelled. [2] Reruns of the show began airing weekly on ION Television on August 1, 2008. [3] Reception The show was not well received.
Metacritic gave the show an average score of 35/100 based on reviews from 13 critics. British science fiction magazine SFX described episode 3 as possibly the worst episode of anything ever, and as part of its 200th edition, they named the series the worst they had ever reviewed. The New York Post gave the show 0 stars describing it
as a disgrace to the name of the enduring space hero of comic-strip-turned film and TV. Another British science fiction magazine, TV Zone, in a review for episode 13, stated that the series continues to improve, and you get to see the meaning in the producers' madness —they must have hoped they could calm viewers who pass viewers
to watch Sci-Fi with pedestrian and mainstream plots, before building a world of dune-like complexity... that might even have worked if the first episodes hadn't been so terrible that no one but critics are still watching. [8] When the show premiered in the UK, the magazine recommended it to readers, noting You may well be wondering,
considering the vitriol of our first reviews of the series, why we're choosing Flash Gordon as something to be careful about. Well, the point is, while the first few episodes are terrible... this is a series that eventually makes - and we mean, eventually - will reward patience and endurance. [9] Home media On August 14, 2007, Best Buy
offered an exclusive DVD that included The Premiere Episode, selected deleted scenes (with incomplete effects) and a concept art gallery in the series. This version includes the truncated 65-minute version of the pilot, just as it aired on sci-fi four days earlier. Subsequent DVD versions include the full 87-minute version of the pilot, divided
into two On July 14, 2009, Phase 4 Films released the full SERIES on DVD in Region 1 (Canada only). The 5-disc set features all 22 episodes of the series. On April 16, 2013, Mill Creek Entertainment has the full series on DVD in the USA. [11] On other media CD releases in February 2014, Perseverance Records released a CD
containing suggestions selected by songwriter Michael Picton. A second album was released in May, with the final volume scheduled for the end of the year. References ^ Sci-Fi Channel. June 29, 2007. Filed on July 3, 2007, in Wayback Machine ^ Flash Gordon: SciFi Silently Cancels Adventure Series , TV Series Finale, April 3, 2008 ^
ION Television - Archived Movies July 29, 2008, in Wayback Machine ^ Flash Gordon - Season 1. Metacritic. CBS. 2007-08-10. Retrieved 2012-06-30. ^ SFX Issue 162. Sfx.co.uk (2007-11-25). Recovered in 2010-11-26. ^ SFX@200 Choice of the Day: The worst show SFX has ever reviewed?. Sfx.co.uk (2010-09-06). Recovered in 2010-
11-26. ^ Linda Stasi (August 10, 2007). LOST IN SPACE. The new Flash Gordon lives with his mother. The NYPost. ^ Anthony Brown (January 9, 2008). TV zone (223). The cite newspaper requires |newspaper= (help) ^ TV Zone (226). April 2, 2008. The cite journal requires |= (help) ^ An Ent Arc of Peace Renamed. Announces the full
series of the Sci Fi Channel Show Archived 2010-08-23 at Wayback Machine ^ USA Release for 'The Complete Series' of the 2007 Sci-Fi Show Archived 2013-02-27 on Wayback Machine External Links LINKS SCI FI Digital Press Day, Video transcript of The Great Sorrow Jonathon's speech Jonathon Lloyd Walker (Rankol) Interview on
www.sci-fi-online.com Flash Gordon at AllMovie Flash Gordon at IMDb Flash Gordon in TV.com Retrieved from
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